2018 SUMMER READING ASSIGNMENT
INDIAN HILLS HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
AP LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION
Welcome to AP Literature and Composition. With this summer assignment, we wish
to encourage close reading and critical analysis of literature. We have designed your
assignment to allow you to demonstrate your ability to evaluate literature carefully,
thoughtfully, and concisely.
Part I:
Read How to Read Literature like a Professor (preferably the revised edition) by
Thomas C. Foster paying particular attention to the focus of each chapter.
Part II:
Read a novel from the following list:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Sula by Toni Morrison
Wuthering Heights by Emily Bronte
Surfacing by Margaret Atwood
Slaughterhouse Five by Kurt Vonnegut
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest by Ken Kesey
A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens
Ceremony by Leslie Marmon Silko
Catch-22 by Joseph Heller
The Sun Also Rises by Ernest Hemingway

Part III:
Select three chapters from Foster’s work and analyze your novel according to the
features of that novel. You may only write ONE FULL PAGE, double-spaced, for each
chapter you choose. You will hand in these three pages, stapled before class, on the first
day of school in September. Do not pick a chapter from How to read Literature Like a
Professor that already analyzes the novel of your choice!

Grading:

You will be graded on how well you connect each chapter to your novel, supporting your
connections with direct quotations from both Foster’s book and your novel. This
assignment is worth 75 points will NOT be accepted after the first day of
class.

2018 Summer Reading Rubric
A

Response demonstrates an excellent understanding of the task. Student insightfully
analyzes choice novel according to guidelines Foster sets. Textual evidence (quotes) from
the novel shows originality, depth of thought, and maturity of writing. Writing focuses on
elucidating specific events in the novel with clear and concise references to Foster's book.
Quotes, from the novel and HTRLLAP, are integrated smoothly.

B

Response demonstrates understanding of the task. Student analyzes choice novel
according to guidelines Foster sets. Evidence (quotes) from the novel shows originality
and depth of thought. Writing focuses on elucidating events in the novel with clear
references to Foster's book. Quotes, from the novel and HTRLLAP, are integrated.

C

Response demonstrates some understanding of the task. Student analyzes novel
according to guidelines Foster sets. Essay lacks direct quotes from Foster and/or summer
novel. Reference is weak or not connected well or not elucidated enough. Writing focuses
more on noting similarities between Foster’s work and the novel at the cost of deeper
analysis.

D or lower

Response is incomplete or does not fulfill all aspects of the assignment. Student shows
little to no evidence of having either read a novel, HTRLLAP, or both books. Evidence is
either missing or simply placed in assignment without proper interpretation or
connection. Writing does not demonstrate the quality and depth expected of an AP
student.

